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January 8, 1981 

Mr. John F. Aearne, Chairman U FA......  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
1717 H Street, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Ahearne: 

On December 18, 1980 the:four counties surrounding the Indian 
Point Nuclear Power Station each received an "Operating" 
version of a county Emergency Radiological Response Plan, to 
deal with potential accidents at Indian Point. The plans were 
prepared in accordance with NRC regulations and were prepared 
by consulting firms to the two operating utilities - the New 
York State Power Authority and Con Edison. I understand your 
agency is now reviewing them for compliance preparatory to an 
implementation process to take place after April 1, 1981.  

These emergency response plans outline major responsibilities 
for local governments. Police, fire, ambulance, traffic control, 
health care, and other services are envisioned to be provided 
by units of local government under county coordination. This 
concerns me because, to date, local communities have not been 
informed and do not know the extent of their proposed involvement 
in this plan.  

We do not know whether the consultant's plan is workable or can 
be made workable from the point of view of those who would have 
to try to make it work. For this reason, I am seeking a process 
of public education, information, and discussion to precede any 
final concurrence by the NRC and the utilities regarding the 
county response plans. I will schedule such public information 
meetings in Westchester and other counties will do the same.  
However, we need to "keep the record open" for plan amendments 
and modifications, if necessary, for the next several weeks so 
that local communities can fully read, digest, and react to 
these plans.  
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I u.iderstand that the NRC schedule calls for public hearings on these plans after full implementation begins on April 1st.  I suggest that this would be a mistake and that for NRC hearings to be meaningful, they should occur well before the last step in the planning implementation process. I am writing to ask that you move up such official public hearings to dates before April 1st, so that the public and local officials can provide input that is timely and can be fully incorporated into these 
plans.  

Since-rely,.  

Alfred B. DelBello 
County Executive
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